**Indiana University, Bloomington**

**Police Department**  
**Daily Crime Log**  
**From 11/03/2017 00:00 to 11/03/2017 23:59**

**date reported:** 11/03/17 - FRI at 00:10  
**report #:** 172673  
**general location:** MCNUTT QUAD - On Campus - Residential Facility  
**date occurred from:** 11/03/17 - FRI at 00:10  
**date occurred to:** 11/03/17 - FRI at 00:42  
**incident/offenses:** NARCOTIC/DRUG LAWS - POSSESSION - MARIJUANA  
**disposition:** CLOSED CASE - ARREST  
**modified date:** 11/03/17 - FRI at 04:59

**date reported:** 11/03/17 - FRI at 00:37  
**cad event #:** 17-11-03-023871  
**location:** Spruce Hall, 1801 E. JONES AVE  
**incident:** POSSESSION - MARIJUANA  
**final incident:** POSSESSION - MARIJUANA  
**disposition:** FAILED TO LOCATE  
**modified date:** 11/03/17 - FRI at 00:55

**date reported:** 11/03/17 - FRI at 10:55  
**report #:** 172676  
**general location:** FOSTER HARPER HALL - On Campus - Residential Facility  
**date occurred from:** 11/03/17 - FRI at 10:55  
**date occurred to:** 11/03/17 - FRI at 11:36  
**incident/offenses:** LARCENY-THEFT - THEFT- ALL OTHER  
**disposition:** OPEN CASE  
**modified date:** 11/03/17 - FRI at 14:06

**date reported:** 11/03/17 - FRI at 12:40  
**cad event #:** 17-11-03-023904  
**location:** ALL OTHER NON-UNIVERSITY, , RALLYS ON WALNUT  
**incident:** DISTURBANCES - OTHER  
**final incident:** DISTURBANCES - OTHER  
**disposition:** NO CASE REPORT  
**modified date:** 11/03/17 - FRI at 12:42

**date reported:** 11/03/17 - FRI at 12:48  
**cad event #:** 17-11-03-023906  
**location:** ALL OTHER NON-UNIVERSITY, , AIRPORT  
**incident:** THEFT FROM MOTOR VEHICLE  
**final incident:** THEFT FROM MOTOR VEHICLE  
**disposition:** NO CASE REPORT  
**modified date:** 11/03/17 - FRI at 15:01

**date reported:** 11/03/17 - FRI at 13:48  
**report #:** 172678  
**general location:** GEOLOGY BUILDING - On Campus  
**date occurred from:** 10/16/17 - MON at 09:00  
**date occurred to:** 10/16/17 - MON at 13:30  
**incident/offenses:** LARCENY-THEFT - THEFT-BICYCLES  
**disposition:** OPEN CASE  
**modified date:** 11/05/17 - SUN at 15:32
date reported: 11/03/17 - FRI at 14:35  report #: 172680
general location: EIGENMANN HALL - On Campus - Residential Facility
date occurred from: 09/10/17 - SUN at 12:00
date occurred to: 09/30/17 - SAT at 20:00
incident/offenses: BURGLARY - UNLAWFUL ENTRY - NO FORCE
disposition: OPEN CASE
modified date: 11/05/17 - SUN at 15:40

date reported: 11/03/17 - FRI at 16:28  report #: 172683
general location: WELLS LIBRARY - On Campus
date occurred from: 10/24/17 - TUE at 08:00
date occurred to: 10/26/17 - THU at 14:00
incident/offenses: LARCENY-THEFT - THEFT-BICYCLES
disposition: OPEN CASE
modified date: 11/03/17 - FRI at 17:22

date reported: 11/03/17 - FRI at 17:32  report #: 172685
general location: HENDERSON PARKING GARAGE - On Campus
date occurred from: 11/03/17 - FRI at 08:00
date occurred to: 11/03/17 - FRI at 16:50
incident/offenses: TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS -HIT & RUN, PROPERTY DAMAGE ONLY
disposition: OPEN CASE
modified date: 11/04/17 - SAT at 03:47

date reported: 11/03/17 - FRI at 22:07  report #: 172687
general location: READ CENTER COMMON AREA - On Campus
date occurred from: 11/03/17 - FRI at 22:07
date occurred to: 11/03/17 - FRI at 23:11
incident/offenses: POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA // NARCOTIC/DRUG LAWS - POSSESSION - MARIJUANA
disposition: CLOSED CASE - ARREST
modified date: 11/04/17 - SAT at 00:47